
February 2019 New Moon Edition 
"Deep Nourishment for All" 

THEME FOR THE MONTH: EARTH MOTHER'S ABUNDANCE 

“When you feed yourself that which truly nourishes you, wisely and generously, you 
shall become one who can also feed the world that for which it truly hungers.”  — 
Alana Fairchild 

We are living in an age of separation and a time of deep soul loss & malnourishment. We have 
an epidemic of individuals today disconnected from their bodies and their essence, suppressed 
from reaching their full (r)evolutionary potential by patriarchal structures such as the dieting 
industry, fashion magazine culture, and the media — keeping them weak and stuck in a 
feedback loop of “I’m not good enough, attractive enough, thin enough, strong enough to do, 
x, y, z (insert here: start that business, find true love, write my book, follow my dreams...).” I 
know because I was one of those disconnected & deeply malnourished souls. 

These harmful narratives are inextricably embedded in our culture, teaching us to 
hate and doubt ourselves instead of encouraging us to know that we are precious 
Divine Beings possessing unique medicine & innate #SOULSPARKLE that’s needed 
now. This age of separation is also closely related to our alienation from nature, our own 
bodies, and the Sacred Feminine. 

The vast majority of us have also forgotten the sacredness of life. We’ve forgotten how to love 
and are consumed by fear instead. We’ve lost respect for each other and our Great Mother 
Earth. Life has been disregarded in favor of profit, greed, and personal agendas. Just in 
America alone, despite enjoying a level of prosperity that would have been unthinkable to our 
ancestors, many of us are still plagued by delusions of scarcity, competitive mindsets, rampant 
greed and self-centeredness. From this place, we can easily get caught in the unconscious 
feedback loops mentioned above including “I’ll never have enough” — even, at times, within 
the women’s entrepreneurial community that is meant at its core to help us heal through this. 
This has also disconnected us from deep financial nourishment as well. 
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We have lost touch with the ancient earth-honoring systems going all the way back to 
goddess worship and indigenous shamanism — the original spirituality — and instead 
have bought into the modern-day patriarchal systems that have suppressed these sacred ways 
for more than three thousand years. One serves Life, while the other serves greed. One serves 
the bottom line of love while the other serves the bottom line of money. One operates in the 
unseen realm, the other in the seen, middle world reality. One is sacred, the other profane. One 
is connected to the seemingly extraordinary, the other the ordinary.  One is based on 
abundance and surplus while the other is based on scarcity. One serves humanity, the other 
serves the individual. One involves the metaphysical and magical, the other strictly physical and 
material. One is based on the interconnection and interdependence of all Life, the other on the 
delusion of separateness. 

Luckily, once we wake up to this reality, we realize that we always have a choice to serve and 
protect Life instead of just a self-serving agenda.  

Instead of just asking “How can I personally prosper and achieve 
abundance,” we must ask now, “What will be for the nourishment and 
benefit of all beings?”  

We’re here on this planet to give and not to get. We are here to love and be the presence of 
love itself. As Stephen Jenkinson asks, “can you show up in your life needed instead of 
needy?”  

It’s time we all make the radical and life-saving shift from egotistic individualists, constantly 
saying “gimme what I want,” to devoted sacred activists proclaiming “lemme serve you with 
what you need.” I believe it’s our time to move from “I” and “ME” to “US” and “WE” as a global 
village. (Just think, there’s an “I” in the word illness and a WE in the word wellness!)  

Imagine if instead of money, the most familiar currency was love — that it trumped all 
others and came first above all other human exchanges? The words "currency" and “current” 
come from the Latin "currere," meaning "to flow" or "to run" (like a river). "Currency" is also "the 
act of being accepted, passed and circulated from person to person" — a medium of 
exchange that flows between people — and it was only in 1699 that the meaning of the word 
began to include "circulation of money." Before that, it just meant "a condition of flowing."  

Money is energy, just as love is energy. Both are means of exchange utilized for creating 
value in our lives, creating lasting connections and consequences for the future of all parties 
involved. With both, our aim is to be in the flow of giving and receiving, like the ocean tides 
rolling in and out of the shoreline. Like the infinity loop — swirling in and back out, around and 
around continuously, never ceasing.  

There is no better teacher of this powerful cycle of giving and 
receiving than our Earth Mother and her profound abundance.  
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Try thinking from the perspective of #LoveCurrency and making love the new bottom line in our 
world. See how that might influence your decisions, spur more creative thinking for alternate 
solutions, and add to the betterment of planet Earth — for it is the only home we’ve got. As 
one of my dear mentors, Jean Houston, has shared, “Humankind must be transformed through 
loving. Love or Perish.” 

Without the meaning and value we ascribe to it, a $100 bill is just a piece of paper (a tree 
sourced from the earth, a gift from the Earth Mother’s abundance). We must remember that 
money is a human invention after all, but love has always been and will always be. It is the one 
constant sure thing. Imagine if we were to make this our new currency! And just how nourishing 
that would be!  

As 2020 presidential candidate Marianne Williamson has said, “We 
experience who we really are, and what it is we’re meant to do, in any 
moment when we pour our love into the Universe.”  

Wisdom from the Bees 
Bees are enlivening the ether, creating a new world into being each day in collaborative 
leadership and harmony. They are offering their #lovecurrency each day on behalf of the greater 
good and nurturing the world. Without the bees we literally wouldn’t have most of the food we 
eat. They are an integral and ESSENTIAL part of our Earth Mother’s abundance and 
the ecosystems on our planet, just as our bodies are (as Laura Hollick and I talked about 
in the masterclass last month!). Nourishing and sustaining all LIFE in the greater Web is a non-
negotiable so that we can all thrive. If the bees aren’t nourished and nurtured, then our food 
supply will start to dwindle, and I think you can envision the consequences from there. Coming 
from a perspective of our interconnectedness helps us to make daily choices for nourishment in 
our own lives and for the greater good of all.  

The Feminine Principle: NURTURING 
“...we are energy beings, made of Light, that have become manifest in the gift of our bodies, 
our lives.” - Francis Rico 

The part of this quote I want to highlight is that our bodies are a GIFT. Our embodiment is 
something to be treasured, not taken for granted or put off till some future time. This journey of 
deep nourishment is essential, since if we can’t nourish ourselves first, we can’t nourish the 
world.  Think of it as optimizing your body & soul to Sparkle Shamelessly®!  

I’m a fan of the (r)evolutionary work of Isabel Behncke, a primatologist 
who translates the wisdom of the animal world to humanity. One of her 
key teachings is: Feed the Female.   
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Since NURTURING is our feminine principle for this month, her observations and 
studies fit in perfectly: when the females are well fed, literally and metaphorically, 
then everyone thrives.  

Our body is a portal to our power; we must honor and revere her, and make sure she is deeply 
nourished and fed first. Think of it as radical hospitality (which is a big part of my own Celtic 
ancestral lineage). But radical INNER hospitality and a spirit of gentle nurturing with your own 
body. 

The choice to nourish ourselves first is ultimately a choice that will most greatly nourish the 
world, since we can show up fully in our unique medicine & #SOULSPARKLE on behalf of the 
greater good.  

I’ll be sharing more about the ways I do this in our sacred sanctuary this month! 

Expressive Arts Practice: CLAY WOMB BOWL 
“Your body is as ancient as the clay of the universe from which it is made; and your feet on 
the ground are a constant connection with the earth. Your feet bring your private clay in 
touch with the ancient, mother Clay from which you first emerged.” John O’Donohue 
from Anam Cara  

The invitation for this month is to make a womb bowl out of clay. 
We’ve been doing this practice in my Sovereign Sisters Rising circle 
for years and it’s one of my favorite expressive arts practices! The 
womb/yoni bowl is a symbolic container or vessel for your creations 
and all you’re birthing forth in the world.  

The reason I love expressive arts and clay so much is that it’s working 
directly with the Earth Mother’s abundance and literally sculpting her 
body in your hands. And our hands are a direct expression of our heart: as 
we sculpt and create we are offering a blessing to the world through our 
fingertips.  

As you work on your bowl, imagine that it’s connecting you to your own energetic 
womb space, and then back through your matriarchal lineage to the original point of 
creation — back to the great Cosmic Womb. 

Fast drying air clay, which you can get at a craft store or on Amazon, is best. All you need is a 
glass or plastic surface to work on and a small bowl of water. Be sure to have some paper 
towels on hand too since it can get messy ;)  You can add tiny crystals or earth elements as 
well. Modge Podge is a great way to seal it after it’s dried for a few days. 

REMEMBER: There’s no way you can do this wrong. You know you’re doing right if it feels 
good in your body, just like with Qoya.  Allow it to be your own unique expression. One 
time mine even came out as a volcano! Just put on some music and enjoy the journey, 
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SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Post a picture of your WOMB BOWL and share 
your experience in our online Sacred Sanctuary HERE. 

Depth Inquiry Questions 
List all you have been given... the tremendous generosity you receive that makes up your life, 
from food to clothing to relationships & beyond: 
What are you ready to divest in and then reinvest in? Time, energy, resources, etc… (think long-
term) 
How can you begin to honor and revere your relationship with money and see it as energy? 
How can you begin to ‘feed’ yourself first as we talked about above? 
After you are well fed, how can you show up to nourish, sustain and serve all LIFE? 

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Share your answers in our Sacred Sanctuary 
online. 

Spiritual Practice: MEAL BLESSING & GRATITUDE PRACTICE 
Giving gratitude and blessings is such a powerful part of staying in the flow of abundance. 
Before each meal I like to take a sacred pause to say a blessing over the food to honor all 
those hands that it passed through to end up at my (privileged) table here in NYC in the USA, 
and to infuse it with love and gratitude. Just think of the farmers who tilled the soil and planted 
the seeds, the Earth Mother’s nutrients and rain from Father Sky that fed the plants, the 
workers who picked the vegetables, the driver that transported it, the grocery store or farmers’ 
market employees that provided it on display, the cashier who checked you out, your own 
hands lovingly preparing the meal. And that’s only to name a FEW!   

You can create a blessing that feels resonant to you or use this simple 
blessing that I say each day. I recommend placing your hands over the 
food before saying out loud: 
“May this food be blessed and all those hands that brought it to us. 
May it help us to grow healthy and strong and deliver our love & gifts to the world. 
And may the animals and sentient Beings that gave their lives be blessed. 
And so it is!” 

You could also choose to practice being in a mindset of abundance and #lovecurrency by 
giving gratitude each day for all that you do have in your life already, not just your food. Honor 
and celebrate even the smallest things, for they too matter and add to your overall prosperity 
and nourishment on all levels of your being, including financial.  

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Share your meal blessing with us in the online 
Sacred Sanctuary! 
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Spiritual Practice: MONEY LOVE RITUAL 
So many of us have a love/hate relationship with money, but it’s really just another form of 
energy. It’s neutral. It’s sacred. And it’s another form of nourishment in our lives. Financial 
nourishment is just as important as physical and spiritual nourishment. Establishing a loving 
practice with what comes in and what goes out can help you to shift your mindset and 
relationship with this complicated symbol in our world.  

The invitation with the Money Love Ritual is to:  
	 1. First clean out your wallet and designate it as a sacred space (the same with your 
	 checkbook or anywhere else you interact with money),   
	 2. Then take out a bill or check and connect to it energetically with the Sacred Slow 
	 Down 	practice. Honor it as sacred.  
	 3. Next write a little love note on the money or use a stamp like the one that I created 
	 that says “In Goddess We Trust.” Know that the next person to receive that bill will be 
	 receiving that medicine too and it will continue to be passed on from Beloved to 	
	 Beloved, creating a web of #lovecurrency in our economic system 

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Share an image of your loved up money! 

Sacred Earth Connection Practice: LAY YOUR BELLY DOWN 
The invitation for this month is to literally lie down on the Earth Mother, belly to belly, and allow 
yourself to create an energetic connection with her through your breath. (I’ll be leading you 
through a practice in the New Moon ceremony to help you do this). If it’s too cold for this where 
you are living, you can lie down indoors on a wood floor or other earth element surface (such as 
stone) for this practice. Allow yourself to open up and be fed by your Original Mother who is 
always there holding you, cradling you and supporting you fiercely in this Earth walk!  

SISTERHOOD DEEPENING INVITATION: Share your experience with laying on the Earth 
Mother in our Sacred Sanctuary online. 

Animal Medicine: HUMMINGBIRD  
Hummingbird was my main inspiration for this part of my own 

journey to deep nourishment and learning fierce discernment 
(i.e. getting to know my own sacred no and holy hell yes feeling in 

my body.) That’s where I always find the core truths. Deep within. 
Hummingbirds are incredible creatures that memorize thousands of flowers and 

only go back to the ones that nourish them the most. They seek out the sweetness 
and return, again and again. They also have the largest hearts of any living being based on their 
overall size, necessary for the extraordinary journeys they take. May they inspire you this month 
as you tap into the Earth Mother’s abundance. 


